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1 Methodology 

This socio-economic survey is based on the Sustainable Livelihood Framework (SLF) (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Livelihood Assessment Framework (DFID, 2001)  

This fra e ork prese ts the ai  fa tors that affe t people’s li elihoods, and typical relationships 

between these. It can be used in both planning new development activities and assessing the 

contribution to livelihood sustainabilit  ade  e isti g a ti ities  (DFID, 2001) 

To get all information necessary for SLF, three methods have been used in a complementary way: 

1. Transect walk 

2. Village meeting 

3. Household interviews 

 

1.1 Transect walk 

A tra se t alk is a tool for describing and showing the location and distribution of resources, 

features, landscape, and main la d uses alo g a gi e  tra se t  (FFI, 2013b). The idea is to walk in and 

around the village to discover the different land types, their current stand and use management. A GPS 

to record the observations and local peoples as guides and informants are required to carry it out. The 

transect does not need to be a straight line, since the main goal is to go through the more diverse parts 

of the landscape (LADA, 2017).  
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1.2 Village meeting 

During a village meeting, the different villagers are invited to join a discussion about the following 

points: 

- Resources in the village:  What kind of resources do they have?  

  Where are the different resources located?  

  Who has access to these resources?  

  How do they management them?  

- Infrastructure and regulation in the village regarding land and water 

- Changes compared to the past 

The asis for this illage dis ussio  is the o u it  resour e appi g defi e as a method of showing 

information regarding the occurrence, distribution, access to and use of resources; topography; human 

settlements; and activities  (FFI, 2013a). The idea is that small groups of villagers (around 3) draw a 

map of the village with its surrounding and show us how they perceive their environment (limits of the 

village, mountains around it, water, forest, crops, village infrastructure, etc.).  

 

1.3 Household interviews 

To evaluate the socio-economic situation at the household level, interviews are carried out with 

different families in the village. There are two versions of the household questionnaire: a long one 

(annex 4) to get a maximum of information, and a short one (annex 5) to achieve a relevant statistic 

level regarding specific topics. The total number of interviews is calculated to have a 10% confidence 

interval with a 95% confident level (this means, for example, if we said that 40% of the villagers have 

toilets, then the real value lies between 30% and 50% with a probability of 95%). Both questionnaires 

contain only closed questions in order to minimize the accuracy loss during the translation and 

facilitate the data analyse. The idea is to determine the following aspects of each interviewed 

household: 

- Household composition and ethnic group 

- Household assets 

- Farming activities (crops and livestock) and problems 

- Income sources 

- Structure and amount of expenditure 

- Health and food security 

- Social connexion with other families 
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2 Results  

The socio-economic survey was conducted from the 13th to the 16th of January 2018 in Ban Vangmaner 

Salang village (which means that the main village part is not included in this report), one of the 19 

guardian villages around the Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN NPA). This village is located in 

the Ban Dou Cluster, northern part of the HNN NPA, around 18km from Langkhang. 

In total 26 interviews were carried out: 12 long versions and 14 of the short one. With 31 households 

in the village, the collected data have a 10% confident interval with a 95% confident level, which 

achieves the statistic goal planned in the methods. 26.9% of women were interviewed against 69.2% 

of men.   

This section presents the different results from the village meeting, transect walk, side discussion, and 

household questionnaire.  

- Annex 1.2: Results of the village meeting 

- Annex 2: Results of the transect walk 

- Annex 3: Summary of the side discussion 

 

2.1 General demographic information 

There are currently 31 households in Ban Vangmaner Salang village. 

There is one ethnic group: Salang (officially name) but they called themselves Tri/Kri. 

The age pyramid of the interviewed families members (Figure 2) does not show an expansive trend as 

by the other villages, which means that the Salang population is not growing. Moreover, we see that 

many young guys (10-20 years old) left the village. An interesting point is that almost nobody is older 

than 40-45 years old; in the other villages we can find elder people.  
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Figure 2: Age pyramid of household members according to the gender 

 

2.2 Education 

There is a primary school in the village with two teachers. For the lower secondary, the young have to 

go to the next village (Ban Dou) and to Langkhang for the upper secondary.  

The villagers report to send their children to school (100% primary school attendance), which is a 

significant improvement compare to the previous generations. However, according to some 

discussions with Salang people, they are still not used to have a school and do not consider it as 

important. Moreover, as the activity graph (Figure 4) shows, almost nobody reports goi g to s hool  
as main activities during the day. 

A second interesting point is that no children go to the lower secondary school, which is surprising 
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compare to Ban Vangmaner main village (that has exactly the same school conditions) and where more 

than 60% of the children are attending the lower secondary level.  

 

 

Figure 3: Education level of the respective age category (level achieved or currently enrolled) 

 

2.3 Main activities in the village 

The main activity at the village level is farming, then fishing (where the men are more involved) and 

NTFP collection which is more a woman activity. However, these results do not match at all the transect 

alk’s a d eeti g’s results: namely, that the Salang people do not like farming and prefer to collect 

NTFP’s i  the forest. They even report to stop producing rice on most of their fields, what we could 

observe during the transect walk.  
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Figure 4: Activities of the women and men (over 12 years old) during the wet resp. dry season (weighted as 1st main activity 

= factor 0.6 and 2nd main activity = factor 0.4) 

 

2.4 Infrastructure in the village 

This village has a road access the whole year. 

The government has built houses with toilets for the Salang people 17 ago. Until now, all families are 

living in these houses, except one who has his own house in bamboo.  

There are two water tanks in the village, which bring the water from the underground and were built 

by the government three years ago. The pump is broken since last month.  So, now the villagers have 

to take the water in the Nam houk river.  

Salang village is connected to the electricity but not a lot of people has it at home because it is too 

expensive for them. 

 

2.5 Land use and land tenure 

2.5.1 Land use 

As every village around Hin Nam No Protected Area (HNN NPA), Ban Vangmaner has a forest area and 

a field area (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Figure 5 : The different land-use areas in Ban Vangmaner, based on Landsat satellite images, 21 February 2017 
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2.5.2 Land tenure 

When the village was relocated, the government has prepared paddy fields plots for all households: 

30ha in total that would be divided in more or less same parcel size (median 0.5ha, Figure 6), only the 

Naiban has a lot more (29 plots). According to the Salang villagers 20ha of the whole area are on a very 

bad soil, they could only produce a bit a rice, since last year, they decided to stop growing rice there. 

The 10 other hectares are better and 6 families (included the Naiban) produce rice with a tractor that 

they share together. 

At one location (given by the government), some families (20 in total) also have upland rice fields 

(median 0.75ha, Figure 7); they cannot extend these fields because the land around does not belong 

to them. The Salang say to prefer upland than paddy fields, but they still have issue with bad soil 

condition and i se t’s attacks; as for some paddy fields, the observed upland fields were leaved 

uncultivated.  

 

 

Figure 6: Distribution of the paddy field area (in ha) owned by the households 
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Figure 7: Distribution of the upland field area (in ha) owned by the households 

  

2.6 Physical assets 

All of the villagers (expect the family living in the bamboo house) has toilets at home, 57.7% of the 

villagers have electricity at home and all Salang people (100%) mainly use charcoal for cooking. 

The number of asset do not vary a lot in this village, since almost nobody owns any mobile phone, 

tractor, motorbike, or car (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Distribution of the different assets at the village level 
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2.7 Agriculture 

2.7.1 Rice 

The median rice productivity was at 382.5kg/ha in 2016 and at 145kg/ha in 2017, which is extremely 

low compare to Ban Vangmaner main village. The ri e har est i   is judge ad   . % a d 
usual   . %, hile the o e i   is esti ated ad  at 9 . %. 

All villagers (100%) would like to produce more rice. 

Opposite to Ban Vangmaner main village, where a relative important part of the villagers are selling 

rice, there is no rice seller (0%) by the Salang people. 

 

 

Figure 9: Rice productivity (kg/ha) in 2016 and 2017 
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Figure 10: Rice harvest judgement for the year 2016 resp. 2017 

 

2.7.2 Problem with rice 

By the Salang villagers the main limitation to rice production are the bad soil quality (lack of fertile 

land), the lack of water and tools (only one tractor in the village, so most of the villages have to do 

everything by hands) (Figure 11). There are also issue with floods and drought.  

 

 

Figure 11: Limitations to produce more rice 
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2.7.3 Other crops 

The Salang people do not produce any field crops, only some of them have a small vegetables gardens 

along the Nam houk river (Figure 12). All the villagers can have a small garden but most of the Salang 

do not like this activity. 

 

Figure 12: Number of interviewed villagers cultivating the following vegetables in their garden 

 

2.8 Livestock 

2.8.1 Livestock assets and management 

In the Salang village, the livestock is composed mainly of chicken, then we can find 3 cows and 2 pigs 

(Figure 13 and Figure 14), which is nothing compared to Ban Vangmaner main village. The livestock 

can go freely everywhere. 

They do not use any vaccination. Moreover, nobody in the village know how to administrate it. Only 

the villager that have 3 cows vaccinate all of them.  

All villagers (100%) would like to hold more livestock. In the same time, they report to not like taking 

care of the animals (too much responsibilities for them because cares need to be provided every day 

and they are not used to this activity) and even having refused a project to hold goats.  
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Figure 13: Distribution of the livestock assets per household 

 

Figure 14: Summary of livestock breeding 

 

2.8.2 Problem with livestock 

The main issues are, as in the main village part, the disasters, the diseases and the lack of capital (Figure 

15). According to the meeting, one problem is also that there are not enough babies.  
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Figure 15: Limitations to breed more livestock 

 

2.9 Forest 

All illagers ha e a ess to the forest for olle ti g NFTP’s a d har est trees 

2.9.1 NTFP 

The illagers olle t NTFP’s i  the use forest a d the o ser atio  forest ut this last o e does not have 

a lot, especially no ratten and sugar palm. They can also go to the use forest from Ban Dou, (next to 

this one) for olle ti g NTFP’s, a d the Ba  Dou illagers are allo ed to do the sa e i  the Va g a er 
use forest.  The Salang villagers collect NTFP also far away in the mountains. As Ban Vangmaner main 

village, they report not going to the HNN NPA, even not in the Controlled Use Zone (CUZ) because they 

do not know that they have one CUZ. There is no regulation, all villagers can collect and sell as much 

as they want because in any case they are not a lot left. 

The Salang villagers complain about the fact that they have great need of NTFP’s, u h ore tha  
Vangmaner main village or Ban Dou, but they do not possess a bigger NTFP’s area. So, they are in 

concurrence with the other villagers, which reduces the NTFP’s availability.  

The ost i porta t NTFP’s are: 

 Plants & Bamboo   Wildlife 

 

For eating 1. Lady palm 1. Fish 

2. Boo s  2. Birds 

3. Bamboo shots 3. Ratten 

 

For selling 1. Lady palm 1. None 

2. Boo s  2. None 

3. Kind of ratten 3. None 
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Many Salang people, the poorest families, are almost completely depend to the Lady palm: since these 

families can only produce a bit of rice and do not have any cash income, they go collecting Lady palm 

in the forest and try to exchange it against rice in Ban Vangmaner main village. If they cannot exchange 

it, the  ha e to go to the forest agai  a d look for a tu er ki d of ild assa a / forest potatoes  
other ise the  ha e othi g to eat. To get this ild assa a , they need to dig 1-1.5m deep, what 

takes the whole day.  

The NTFP availability is decreasing, which is a big issue for the Salang people. Sometimes, they need to 

go very far to the mountains to find enough NTFPs, but according to the interviews, almost all villagers 

(88.5%) estimate to get enough NTFP to cover their yearly needs. 

 

 

 

2.9.2 Timber 

The villagers go cutting trees in the use forest. They first have to ask the Naiban (from the main village) 

who gives his permission to cut trees in the use forest. Since the wood quality is very bad (only Mai 

Phuää), the Naiban does not fix any limitation as long as the village has enough. Also, people from this 

village who are now living in another one can harvest trees in the Ban Vangmaner use forest (for 

building their house in the other village) but have to ask and pay the Naiban. The money goes to the 

Village Fund, which is only used by the main village part. 

The majority of the villagers (73.1%) find that there are enough timbers but the quality is bad, for 

26.9% there is not enough timber.  
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2.10 Fish 

There are three fish ponds in Ban Vangmaner: two village ponds and one regional one shared with 

different villages, such as Ban Dou. All ponds are based on the same rule: in November, the villager go 

together one day catching all fish. For the rest of the year, there is a fish ban.   

There is also a village Fish Conservation Zone (FCZ) since at least 40 years (not a NGO project), shared 

with Ban Dou and Ban Nongno.  It is based on the same concept as the fish ponds: the villagers go 

together catching all fish one day in April. From June to March there is a fishing ban to support the fish 

reproduction. There are fines (around 200,000 kip) for the no respect of this rule; the Naiban (from the 

main village part) made signboards to define the FCZ area and the fish ban. 

The fish stock is stable or a bit decreasing some years, but they are enough fish for the Salang villagers. 

 

2.11 Cash 

2.11.1 Source of cash income 

The main income source are first selling NTFP (plants), then, selling livestock (almost only chicken) and 

paid labour (Figure 16). 

The interviewed villagers cite the following paid labour activities (with annual income in brackets): 

- Common work in the village (0.2 – 7.3 Mio LAK) 

- Harvest rice (0.12 – 0.63 Mio LAK) 

- Growing rice (0.38 Mio LAK) 

- Clear area (6.0 Mio LAK) 

No business activity or government income are reported. 

Regarding the remittance, no villagers (0%) receive any money from someone living outside of the 

village. 
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Figure 16: Importance of the different sources of income (weighted as 1st source = 1, 2nd source = 0.75, 3rd source = 0.5, 

4th and 5th = 0.25) 

2.11.2 Cash expenditure 

The daily expenditure median lies around 3.000 LAK (Figure 17), which is low under what Ban 

Vangmaner main village can get.  Another gaps compare to the other villages is that in median zero 

LAK is invest in electronic items and only a little for food and medicine, which are the both categories 

with the most important expenditure (Figure 18).  

When we take the annual expenditure of the households and divided them in 4 quartils (from the 

smallest groups of annual expenditure to the largest one), we observe that the first group of people 

has no expenditure at all, then the expenditure increases but only for the basic needs and the luxury 

items (as the electronic ones) (Figure 19). This is a difference compare to the other villages, where the 

first quantil can still have a bit of expenditure and the upper quantils are more able to diversifies their 

investments. Also, the amount of money is very lower: in Ban Vangmaner main village, for example, 

the people spend double more for the same expenditure item. 
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Figure 17: Distribution of the daily expenditure average (LAK/day) 

 

 

Figure 18: Expenditure (LAK) per items at the village level 
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Figure 19: Total yearly expenditure (LAK/year) per items group according to the four quartils, (1st quartil: group with the 

smallest annual expenditure; 4th quartil: group with largest annual expenditure) 

 

2.11.3 Debt and savings 

According to the questionnaire, 64% of the villagers save money at home as 40% do have any saving, 

which is 10% higher than in Ban Vangmaner main village. 

 

2.12 Health, food security and drinking water 

2.12.1 Health 

The closest health centre is located in the neighbour village (Ban Dou) with a very good road access.  

92% of the interviewees say to be happy with the current medical assistance and 12% find it too 

expensive (more than 100% because some people are happy but found it too expensive). In 

comparison, in Ban Vangmaner main village all people are happy with it.  

In general, the villagers are using various health suppliers: health centre (96%), hospital (24%), self-

medication (32%) and traditional healer (16%).  

In the Salang village, most of the people (64%) are sick 2-3 times per year and also go to the doctor 2-

3 times per year (60%); 20% of the villagers are sick once a year and 20% see a doctor one time per 

year. Important to note because it is the first village to report this: 4% never go to the doctor. 

 

2.12.2 Food security and food shortage 

According to the interviews, most the of villagers (73.1%) have often not enough rice, which is a huge 

number in comparison with other villages, especially with Ban Vangmaner main villager where the 

same percentage of people (76.5%) have never an issue with rice shortage. Another issue is that the 

rice shortage happens during all months for more than the half of the villagers, even for 75%  of the 
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villager for most of the time (Figure 21), which is very unusual regarding the other villages.  

As the Figure 22 shows, the households with rice shortage are not able to get the same rice quantity, 

after borrowing or buying rice, than households without shortage. Compare to the four previous 

villages, the Salang one is the first to be in a such situation, which mean that there is a severe lack of 

rice that cannot be compensated. People in the Salang village are food insecure. 

At the village level, 0.52 kg/day/person of rice is produced (median). In Ban Vangmaner main village, 

it was double more: 1.055 kg/day/person. 

In 2016 the rice harvest median was of 397.5 kg and of 175 kg in 2017 (Figure 20), while Ban Vangmaner 

main village could harvest between 1500-1800 kg. 

After rice, the Salang people have high dependence to the forest and then to fish or to their vegetables 

gardens (Figure 23). 

 

 

Figure 20: Quantity of rice harvested (kg, unmilled) in 2016 and 2017 
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Figure 21: Months when the households have rice shortage 

 

 

Figure 22: Rice availability (kg unmilled rice per day per person) of households with vs. without rice shortage; weight factors: 

kids (0 to 6 years old) = 0.4, kids (6 to 12 years old) = 0.7, adults (>12 years old) = 1 
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Figure 23: Food source during the wet and dry season 

 

2.12.3 Drinking Water 

The villagers could get water from the two water tanks in the village, but since last month the pump is 

broken and they have to take the water from Nam houk river.  

 

2.13 Social connexion in the village and information channels 

The Salang people share mainly labour and tools, which is more or less everything that they have (they 

only have one tractor in the whole village). 

None of the five following information channels are used by a large share of the villagers: radio, TV, 

phone (internet or call) and facebook. 
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Figure 24: What the households share with other families 

 

Figure 25: Which information channels the villagers are using 
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3 Conclusion 

Summary 

 

Population 

 

The population is not growing and many young guys left the village.  

 

 

Education 

 

Primary school attendance: 100% (but concretely many parents to not send 

the kids to school) 

Almost nobody continues to the lower secondary or higher level. 

 

 

Health 

 

Good, but too expensive for some villagers (12%). Even 4% never go to the 

doctor. 

No health centre (use the one of Ban Dou). 

 

 

Village dynamic 

 

Extremely poor village. 

No small business and almost no jobs. 

Assets mean: zero phone, zero motorbike, zero tractor. 

A quite good sharing between the families but not a lot to share. 

 

 

Infrastructure 

 

Good. 

 

Water: need a new pump. 

No irrigation system. 

 

 

Forest - Timber 

 

Enough timber but the quality is bad. 

 

Forest – NTFP’s 
 

Selli g NTFP’s pla ts : st income source. 

NTFP’s a aila ilit : decreases and it is a big issue because extremely high 

dependence to it (need it for eating since they produce only a bit of rice). 

 

 

Fish 

 

2 village fish ponds + 1 regional fish pond: well respected. 

1 village Fish Conservation Zone: well respected. 

 

Rice production 

 

All have paddy and some also upland rice fields. 

Rice shortage is a main issue (for more than 70% and almost all year). 

Lack of water, lack of tools (do everything by hands) and lack of fertile land. 

Issue with floods and droughts. 
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Other crops 

production (than 

rice) 

 

 

Some houses have gardens.  

 

Livestock 

 

 

 

Only have chicken, (one household 3 cows and two household one pig). 

Do not have vaccination and do not know how to use it. 

Issue with diseases and disasters. 

Need more knowledge about taking care of the animals. 

The 2nd main income source. 

 

 

Other economic 

activity 

 

Paid labour is the third income source.  

 

Issues 

 

Flood and drought. 

 

Special 

 

1. Ban Vangmaner includes 2 sub-villages: the main village and the Salang 

village, that share many natural resources. This report focusses only on the 

Sala g part of Ba  Va g a er. For the ai  illage part see: Report o  
socio-economic survey in Ban Vangmaner (main village) . 
 

2. The Salang people were living as nomads in the HNN NPA, then the 

government has settled them in Ban Vangmaner by building houses with 

toilets and give them rice fields with training about how to produce rice 

(houses were built 17 years ago, but they started moving already in 1975).  

Even with this help, the Salang people are still not use to grow rice and hold 

livestock. Currently, most of them prefer olle ti g NTFP’s i  the forest a d 
exchange these to get rice. A government project proposed them to hold 

goats and they refused because it is too much responsibility for them to take 

care of the animals everyday. However, they would like to have more jobs 

opportunities. 

 

3. Comparison between the past situation (living in the forest) with the 

current situation (living in Ban Vangmaner): 

The Salang people report to be happy with their current life in Ban 

Vangmaner. They were happ  he  the  re ei ed the relo atio ’s letter 
from the government to move to Ban Vangmaner. They would never go back 

to the forest to have the same life than in the past (before the relocation). 

The only thing they miss is the freedom they had, now they don't like to obey 

rules and have responsibilities, this is a big source of stress for them. 

[cf.Annex 1.2 Village meeting p.8].  

 

4. There are a only few old Salang, who used to live in the forest and are still 

alive in the village. If someone would like to capture the indigenous 

knowledge regarding this nomad life, two of them (a woman and a man) 

would be probably the best (more talkative) to discuss about it (Figure 26). 
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Recommendations: 

- Develop jo ’s opportu ities. One option can be to develop this in cooperation with Ban 

Vangmaner main village. The people in Vangmaner main village are better entrepreneur, could 

lead the project and employ the Salang (for example charcoal production or paid farming 

labour) 

- Develop the selling of chicken (it is the only animal they are used to) 

- Evaluate the soil fertility and find how to improve it or new rice fields options around the 

village 

Issues with the HNN NPA: none observed 

Village priority: yes, extremely poor village with almost no cash income source. Important concern 

for the UNESCO nomination. However, since the Salang people used to have a very different 

(nomadic) lifestyle, it is very hard to find project that they would like to commit to. 

 

Figure 26: On the picture right we see the four villagers that explain us their life as nomad in the forest, the women (bigger 

picture left, showing us the "forest potatoes") and the men with the red beanie (we don't see his face on the picture) are 

probably the two best person to answer questions about their former life in the forest and the indigenous knowledge. 
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Annex 1.2: Results of the village meeting 

 

Date:    14.01.2018 

Village Name:  Ban Vangmaner in the Salang village 

Naiban Name:   Mr. Lardsavong 

Meeting time:   9:30 – 12:00   

Number of villagers:  30 villagers (at the beginning and at the end) 

 

1. How many households do you have in the village? 

31 households in the Salang village. 

2. What are the different ethnic groups living in the village? 

Only Salang people in the Salang village. 

3. Is the village speaker working well or is it broken? 

There is no speaker but would like to have one. 

 

Community mapping (2-3 maps): make 2-3 groups and give to each of them a prepared map (A1 paper) 

with important general features, e.g. village meeting house, main road, main river and mountains 

already drawn on it 

4. Can you draw a map of your village and its surrounding, and show us:  

- Where do you have paddy rice field, upland rice fields, other fields like   cassava/corn/banana? 

- Where do you produce vegetables? 

- Where do you have forest? 

- Where do you go for fishing? 

 

 

The composition of the group was the following: 

Group 1 = 8 Men + 5 Women 
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Figure 1: Map of group 1 

 

Put all of the maps on the wall and ask the following questions: 

5. How many wells/ stand-pipes do you have in the village, where people can get water? 

They have one water tank taking water from the ground but since last month it is broken. It 

was built by the government 3 years ago. With this water tank, they have enough drinking 

water for the whole village. Since it is broken, they take the water from the river. 

Do you have an irrigation system to irrigate your crops or garden? 

No. 

 

6. Where do you go fishing? 

They go to the rivers: Nam Ngo and Nan Houk; they also have 3 fish ponds and a Fish 

Conservation Zone (FCZ). 

Do you have one or several fish conservation zones? What are the rules for the FCZ? 

There have one that they share with Vangmaner main village; they go together fishing before 

it is completely dry. There are fines for the o respe t of this o ser atio  zo e 500’000 kip .  
Do you know where does it start and where does it end? Where on the map? 

The FCZ borders are clear for all villagers. 

Compare to the last 5-10 years has the fish stock increased or decreased?  

Stable. 

Are outsiders coming for fishing? Is it a big issue for you as villagers? 

Not an issue. 

 

 

7. Do you have village forest (forest outside of the NPA)? Use forest and/or Conservation forest? 

Where on the map? 

There is one use forest and one conservation forest.  

If you need to build a new house, where do you go in order to get the necessary wood? Who 

says how much you are allowed to cut? 

They have to ask the Naiban from the main village who allows a certain amount of wood.  
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When you think about the last 10 years, what has changed? Was it easier to find trees? 

There is enough wood but the quality is bad. 

Are some outsiders coming to the forest and harvest the wood? Is it a big issue for you as 

villagers? 

There are some people who pay the Naiban from the main village and then are allow to cut 

trees in the use forest. 

 

 

8. Where do you go to olle t NTFP’s in the forest? 

The Salang people go around the use forest and also to the mountains (far away).  

As villager, can you collect how much do you want? Or is there any limitation (for example 

regarding selling the NTFP’s ?  

There is no regulation. 

 

The NTFP’s olle tio  is esse tial for the Sala g people e ause they a  o ly produ e a it of 
rice and they do have almost no cash income. So, they exchange the lady palm and boons 

against rice with the villagers from Vangmaner main village and Ban Dou.   

 

 

On a new paper make a list of 10-20 NTFPs by brainstorming? NTFP’s = plants, trees, ildlife  

 

 

 

Figure 2: NTFP list 
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Rank the 5 most important: for eating and for selling: 

 

 Plants and Bamboo Wildlife 

For eating 1. Lady palm 1. Fish 

2. Boo s  2. Birds 

3. Bamboo shots 3. Ratten 

 

For selling 1. Lady palm 1. None 

2. Boo s  2. None 

3. Kind of ratten 3. None 

 

  

Are these NTFPs easy or hard to find? 

There are harder to found compared to the past. 

How did the availability of these NTFPs change compared to the last 5-10 years (indicate 

trends: decrease – stable - increase)? 

Decrease because people from Vangmaner main village and Ban Dou also come to collect 

NTFP’s arou d the use forest. Ho e er, since the Salang people go olle ti g NTFP’s also very 

far, in the mountains, they can still find some, but it takes a lot of time. 

Whi h part of the NTFP’s that you olle t do you sell per year? in %  

They can only sell plants and bamboos because the wildlife is so hard to find that they 

sometimes even do not have enough for eating. 

Are some outsiders coming to the forest and colle ting NTFP’s? Is it a ig issue for you as 

villagers? 

Not an issue. 

 

 

9. Do all of you have paddy fields? Where on the map? 

They all have paddy fields, but very small and the soil is not good. So, they can only produce a 

bit of rice. In total, they have 30ha of paddy fields but 10ha are very bad for producing rice. 

They find that they do not have enough land, especially with good soil quality, to produce 

enough rice.   

Do you also have upland rice? 

Some families (20) also have upland rice fields. 

Do all the families have the same size of paddy fields? 

More or less the same size. 

Do you have enough land for paddy fields in your village? 

No, they need more to produce enough rice. 

 

Whe  they ere li i g i  the forest, they ere ot ulti ati g ri e, o ly eati g tubers of the 

wild plants in the forest . When they had to move to this new location, the government has 

explained to them how to produce rice. However, the soil is so bad, that it is better for them 

to try to find money and buy rice.  
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10. Do you also have/ grow vegetables? Where on the map? 

Do you have corn, or assa a, or ananas, or sugar ane, or…? Where on the map? 

Is it for eating or selling? 

They have small gardens along the river to produce vegetables for their own consumption.  

 

Show the poster with possible issues regarding the crops: vote about the most important 

problems affecting the crops production 

 

List of crops issues:   

- Strong wind 

- Flood 

- Drought  

- The soil is not good 

- Lack of water 

- Rain period change  

- Lack of workforce/time 

- Lack of tools/machinery 

- Lack of land 

- Lack of fertilizer 

- Too many weeds 

- Pests in the crops 

- Storage pests 

- No enough buyers 

- No problem 

 

Ranking of the crops issues Men and women votes 

 1. Lack of water (17) 

2. Lack of tools/machines (8) 

3. Flood (7) 

4. Drought (5) 

5. Pests in the crops (5) 

6. Soil not good (4) 

7. The rain period is changing (3) 

8. Not enough land (3) 

9. Strong wind (2) 

10. Lack of workforce (2) 

11. No problem (2) 

12. Too many weeds (1) 

13. Storage pests (1) 

14.  

15.  
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Summary of the discussion about the different crops issues: 

- Lack of tools/machines: do not have tractor; so, have to plough by hands and it takes a lot 

of time, so much time that when they are done, the water is gone.  

- Lack of water: need a pump to irrigate their fields. 

- Lack of land: need fertile land. 

 

 

11. What animals do you have in the village?  

There is no buffalos and no goats. They have cows, pigs, chicken and ducks.  

Where do you let your livestock graze, do you have specific places (in and out of the village)? 

The livestock can go freely everywhere. 

Is someone responsible for moving the animals (especially buffalos and cattles) to good grazing 

places? 

No. 

Is someone in the village responsible for medication of the animals? (for example: for doing the 

vaccination) 

Nobody is responsible for the vaccination; they do not have it and nobody in the village know 

how to administrate the vaccination. 

  

 

Show the poster with possible issues regarding the livestock: vote about the most important 

problems affecting the livestock  

 

List of possible livestock issues: 

- Lack of time 

- Lack of fodder 

- Not enough babies or many babies die 

- Animals die because of disease 

- Animals die because of disasters 

- Not enough money to buy animals 

- Not enough buyers 

- No problem 

 

Ranking of the livestock issues Men and women votes 

 1. Not enough babies or too many babies die (17) 

2. Not enough money to buy more animals (12) 

3. Animals die because of diseases (8) 

4. Lack of fodder (7) 

5. Animals die because of disasters (5) 

6. Lack of time (2) 

7.  

8.  
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Summary of the discussion about the different crops issues: 

- Not enough babies or too many babies die: the villagers do not provide any specific cares 

in general but when the animal will deliver soon, they keep it at home and feed it.  

- Diseases: they do not have the vaccination and nobody knows how to administrate the 

vaccination; they only have medicine in powder to mix with the a i al’s food. 

- Lack of fodder: pigs, chicken and ducks do not have enough to eat and the villagers do not 

have enough to feed them because they do not have enough rice.  

- Not enough money: this is the reason why there do not have more animals, especially 

more cows. 

 

12. Discussion about the relocation: from the forest in the Hin Nam No National Protected Area 

(HNN NPA) to Ban Vangmaner village 

 

When did you move? 

In 1979 and the houses were built by the government 17 years ago. Only a few villagers 

(included the current Naiban) who experienced that are still alive.  

 

Why did you move? 

According to a letter from the government, which has required the Salang people -who were 

living in the forest (inside the HNN NPA)- to settle in the village of Ban Vangmaner. 

 

When you received this letter from the government, do you were happy or angry to move? 

They were happy. 

 

And now, are you still happy with your new location? 

They are still happy. An old man, who used to live in the forest, even said that he could never 

imagine a such good life and would never go back to the forest. 

 

 

Comparison: past situation vs. current situation of the Salang people: see table in page 8.  

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison made by the Salang people about their past life in the forest and their current life in Ban  

Vangmaner 
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How was it in the past (living in the forest)? 

What was better? 

How is the current situation (in Ban Vangmaner)? 

What is better now? 

 

- Stay in the cave 

 

- Find tubers in the forest as rats and all of the   

food 

 

- Water from the liana 

 

- A bit happy because freedom, no rules 

 

- Always moving to other places, every 1-2 years. 

If not enough food or land not good, they could 

move where they wanted (that is why they 

ere alled yello  lea es  

 

 

- They have houses with toilets 

 

- They have water 

 

- They have electricity, TV and phones 

 

- They have a school 

 

- They have paddy and upland fields 

 

 

 All of these make them happy 

 

 

- Difficulties to find money because do not have 

jobs. 

 

- No freedom anymore, there are many rules to 

follow and it make them worries because are 

not used to have that.  

 

- They do not have enough rice. 

 

- Unhappy with the use forest because they 

cannot go to other forests, only in the one 

belongs to Ban Vangmaner, they get fines when 

they go to Ban Dou or Ban Thomxam forests; but 

they really need the forest. 

 

 

HNN NPA: not a problem for them because they 

can still go inside thanks the controlled 

use zone. 
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Annex 2: Results of the transect walk 

observations in and around the village 

 

Date:     16.01.18 

Village name:    Ban Vangmaner (main and Salang villages) 

Name(s) of the villager guide(s): Mr. Kavon and Mr. Nonta 

Start point:    Salang village (N°1 in Figure 1) 

End point:    Vangmaner main village (N°17 in Figure 1) 

  
Figure 1: Transect walk with the observation points (see below) 
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1. Beginning of the Salang village 

 

2. Water tanks in the Salang village:  

These 2 water tanks get water from the underground and was built by the government some 

years ago but since last month the pump is broken. All villagers could use it and get enough 

water. Now, they take the water from Nam houk river. 

 

3. Nam houk river: 

Since the water pump is broken, the villagers take the drinking here, from a small well that 

they dig in the river. In April and May there is no water anymore. So, they have to dig deeper 

to find the water. There is no regulation about the water use. 

 

The villagers go also fishing in this river as in Nam ngo river (the whole year). There is no rule 

regarding the fishing activity. The fish stock is decreasing a lot; they do not have enough fish. 

People from Ban Dou are allowed to fish in this river too. 

 

Garden along the Nam Nouk river: 

The villagers from both part (main village and Salang villages) can have a small garden along 

this river. The whole area belongs to Ban Dou but Ban Vangmaner can use a part of it for free. 

Except in April and May, they have enough water to produce vegetables; only for their own 

consumption because very small plots and no market. There is main concept for the 

esta lish e t of the garde  is ased o  first o e, first ser e ; the villagers just have to build 

the fence around it and then, this plot belongs to them. All villagers in Ban Vangmaner main 

village have a garden along the river, only a few by the Salang people because they do not 

want but all of them can also have a garden.  

 

4. Paddy fields of the Salang people: 

The government give them this 20ha area for paddy fields. However, since last year, the Salang 

people have stopped producing rice on this area because the soil is very bad and they have no 

pleasure to do it. The  prefer olle ti g NTFP’s i  the forest a d e ha ge the  to get rice 

than producing rice by themselves.  

 

5. Other paddy fields of the Salang people: 

This 10ha area would also be given by the government for paddy fields. 6 families included the 

Naiban are producing rice on it and share a tractor together. The Naiban has got (from the 

government) a great part of this area, 29 plots, much more than the other villagers.  

 

UXO’s: al ost o UXO i  this regio  e ause less o ed, so ot a  issue. 
 

6. Use forest:  

There is one large use forest shared by Ban Vangmaner main village and Salang village. There 

the  a  ut trees after aski g for the Nai a ’s per issio  Nai a  fro  the ai  illage  and 

collect NFTP’s. No big trees are observed in this forest.  

Villagers fro  Ba  Dou are also allo ed to olle t NTFP’s i  this forest and villagers from Ban 

Vangmaner can do the same in the Ban Dou use forest (the both use forests are next to each 

other).   

Regarding the timber, villagers originally from Ban Vangmaner but who are now living in 
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another village can also ask the Naiban and pay to cut trees for building their house (in another 

village). This money goes to the village fund which is used to organise meeting with guests. 

They could also use this money to repair the broken pipe but currently there is no money in 

the fund.  

If so eo e is taki g ood fro  the use forest ihout aski g the Nai a ’s per issio , he ill 
be fine and the money will also go to the village fund. 

The strange point about this village fund is that only Vangmaner main village is using it and not 

the Salang people, although the use forests belongs to both village parts.  

The NTFP’s are de reasi g a lot o pare to the past: for Vangmaner main village it is not an 

issue but for the Salang people it is a big problem because they are extremely high dependant 

to them to get rice. Sala g people ha e arious pla es to olle t NTFP’s, ut the NTFP’s are 
decreasing everywhere.  

Neither Vangmaner main village nor Salang villagers said to go to Him Nam No National 

Protected Area (HNN NPA), even not to the Controlled Use Zone (CUZ). Our two guides (one 

from the main village, one from the Salang village) reported to not know that there is a CUZ 

for their village but it seems that they know where are the HNN NPA borders.  

 

7. First fish pond: 

There are in total three fish ponds in Ban Vangmaner: two only belong to this village (shared 

between main village and Salang village), the third one is shared with different villages in the 

region as Ban Dou. The rule is the same for the three ponds: the villagers come together to 

catch all fish one time in November; the Naiban decides the day. The caught fish are not 

redistributed to all villagers; every villager only get is own fish catch. Then, there is a fish ban 

for the rest of the year. 

Ban Vangmaner also has a village Fish Conservation Zone (FCZ) since more than 40 years (not 

a NGO project) that is shared with Ban Dou and Nong gno. It is based on the same concept as 

the fish ponds: all villagers go together catch all fish one day in April. There are signboards 

made by the Naiban to define the FCZ area and the fish ban. The fish stock is decreasing 

compare to the past but still enough fish. 

 

8. Second fish pond with a herd of cows around it: 

There is only one household by the Saland people who has cows (3 in total). They let them go 

freely everywhere and take them back home during the evening. They do not have vaccination 

and do not even know how to administrate it to the animals. A project has proposed them to 

develop this activity (by having goats) but the villagers have refused it because they do not 

want to have more livestock. They do not like taking care of the animals every day, to have a 

such responsibility. They are not used to hold livestock. 

In the main village, many people have cattle (cows and buffalos). They let them grazing 

everywhere and take them back home for the night. They give salt two times per day and are 

used to the vaccination (buy it and can administrate it). The main issue is the disaster (flood). 

There are enough buyers but do not have enough animals for selling. It is very difficult for them 

to get more animals (only have few animals and not a lot of babies; so, takes too long time 

since they can sell one adult animal).  Villagers form Ban Vangmaner would like to have more 

money to invest in livestock and also more land to produce more rice. 

 

9. Conservation forest 

Ban Vangmaner has one conservation forest (shared between the two parts). The villagers are 
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not allowed to cut trees ut o l  to olle t fire ood. There is o NTFP’s i  this forest. They 

decided all together to protect this forest, after the DAFO explained the importance of a such 

forest. The main and the Salang people are happy with this conservation forest. 

 

10. Upland rice fields of the Salang people: 

Around 20 families have some upland fields. They prefer upland fields than paddy fields. 

However, the soil is bad and the fields are attacked by insects. The Salang villagers can have it 

only in this area because the land around does not belong to them. In fact, the government 

give them this area to produce upland rice but currently nobody is using it anymore. 

 

11. Upland fields of Vangmaner main village: 

Villagers from Vangmaner main part still cultivate upland rice on these fields. 

 

12. Close to cassava fields: 

Cassava is produced for selling by four families from Vangmaner main village. The cassava 

fields are all on the land own by these four families. So, it is allowed to clear an area to produce, 

for example, cassava but only on his own land. Flood is a main issue: destroys part of the crops 

and then, the cassava rots.  

 

13. Primary school: 

This school is for the Salang and the main village of Ban Vangmaner and is managed by two 

teachers (one from Ban Dou and the other from Ban Vangmaner main part). The lower 

secondary level is in Ban Dou and for the upper secondary it is in Langkhang.  

On the last Monday (15th January), we saw the teacher bringing the kids from Salang village to 

school. It seems that the Salang people are used to forget that is again Monday and send the 

kids to school. According to our guide, the Salang people do not know the importance of school 

(since they used to not have one in the past) and do not show a real interest for studying. It is 

usual that the Salang kids start a level and when the next level starts, they stop going to school. 

Also, some Salang parents are angry about their kids if they go to school.  

Sometimes, the salang families go to the forest for one week, one month or even more (only 

the poorest families go there for a very long period of time) but do not take the kids with them.  

 

14. Charcoal oven: 

Since last year, three families from the main village has developed the charcoal production and 

sell it in the village. Only some families prefer charcoal, the other are used to wood.  

 

As other activity, three-four families in Ban Vangmaner main village do weaving, but only for 

themselves, not selling.  

 

There are four shops in the main part of the village and any in the Salang part. 

 

15. Vangmaner main village: 

The used to have a pipe but after two years and a half it was broken (the water tank is in Ban 

Dou). Since the last 10 years, the villagers go to Nam houk river to get the water; some people 

drink it directly, other boil it before drinking. When there is not enough water in the river, they 

have to dig.  
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16. Land-use map + preparation to settle a new signboard because Ban Vangmaner has 

successfully achieved his development which means that they do not need the help of the 

government anymore and the village is now o sidered as a de eloped illage .  They are 

very proud of it.  

 

17. Naiban house in the Vangmaner main village. 
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Annex 3: Side-discussion 

summary of informal talks with villagers 

 

Date:   13 – 16 January 2018 

Village name:  Ban Vangmaner (main and Salang villages) 

 

Ethnic group of the Salang people: 

The Salang ethnic group is officially Sala g  ut they o sidered the selves as Tri/Kri .  

To get rice by the Salang people if no income: 

Very poor Salang families can only produce a bit of rice, so they need to buy rice, but they do have any 

cash income. So, they collect Lady palm from the forest and exchange it against rice in Ban Vangmaner 

main village (1 bowl Lady palm = 1 salt sack or MSG sack). If these families really need cash, they beg 

to get money in the Vangmaner main village.  

Rice shortage by the Salang people: 

Most of the Salang families do not have enough rice and sometimes are not able to buy more rice 

(because no cash or nobody wants to exchange rice against the collected Lady palm (cf. previous 

pharagraph)). In this case, the Salang people go to the forest a d olle t a ki d of assava  or forest 
potatoes , ut to get it they have to dig very deep (more than one meter) which takes the whole day. 

So, they get something to eat.  

Health and drinking water by the Salang people: 

One household head is sick since 3 months, he went to the health centre but nobody could diagnostic 

what he got and he has no money to go the hospital.  

The Salang people drink the water from the river without boiling it before. We observed a small kid 

and his parents putting their dirty hands into their small water container (in the house) and then 

drinking it.  

These two observations could maybe reveal a possible lack of knowledge regarding the hygiene and 

the diseases.  

 

Rice and livestock by the main village: 

1 bag of 36kg before mill = 20kg after mill. 

One of the richest villager of the main part has cassava fields and livestock. She reported to have sold 

3 cattle 6 years ago to build her house.  

Drinking water by the main village: 

The households can use the well only during the dry season because in the rainy season it is too dirty.  


